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ITLtrOduction

The Modified Hartmann Row, i.e., the Hartmann 月ow with Hall effects isgiven by Sher-

man and Suttonl). They found a surprising result that the velocity profile changes from the

characteristic Hartmann proBle to the typical poISeuille profile as the Hall parameter aJoで

Increases.

This note was carried out practically with the similar analysis for MHD Couette 丑ow

with Hall effect, i.e., the modified MHD Couette且ow,
and the analogous interesting result

was fotlnd that the velocity pro五1e approaches to the typical, linear velccity FI(広Ie of Ccue-

tte月ow as WOT increases.

No men clature

･a-height of the channel

Bo-applied magneticfield

Ex,E,-electricfield in x and y directions

Jx,J,-electric cllrrent density in x and y directions

p,-pressure gardieIlt in y direction

u-velocity in x direction

u｡｡-velocity of the moving wall

v-velocity in y direction

z-coordinate parallel to Bo, and origin i8 taken on

tbe stationary wall

ウニViscosity of月uid

β-mass density

woT-Hall parameter

Subscrip ts

x=main 丘ow

y-cross瓜ow

Theory
and Results

We define the followlng dimensionless
variables and

parameters:

U-u/u00, Ⅴ-v/u飴,Z-I/a･ el-Ex/u中Bo, K-E,/u00Bo,
Ha-aBo (o/?) I/2,

Re-u-ap/ヮ･ P,-p,/pu∞2, Jx-jx/qu叫Bo, J,-j,/叱Bo･

The governing, dimensionless momentum. equations

of the Couette Bow for incompressible, 1aminar and

electrically conducting加ild with Hall
effect are glVen

by

d2U/dZ2-H82U/ (1+ (wo†)2)+H.2 (WOT)V/ (1

+ (WOT)2)+Al-0

d2V/dZ2-H&2V/ (1+ (WOT)2)-H.2 (WOT)U/ (1

+ (woで)2)+A2-0

where
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Al-H&2 (K+woTex) / (1+ (aloT)2)

A2--R.P,-H&2 (ex-QloTK) / (1+ (a)oT)2)

T血e dimensionless boundary conditions for the pre･

sent case are given as follows:

at Z-o,ロ-Ⅴ-o,

at Z-1ロ-1, Ⅴ-0.

once u and V are obtained th'e■current densities are

calculated by the followlng relations:

JI- (ex+Ⅴ-WoT (K-U) )/ (I+ (q,oT)2) (3)

Jy- (K-U+WOT(ex+Ⅴ)) /(1+ (wo†)2). (4)

Equations (1) and (2) contain丘ve parameters, i.e.,

Ha, a,oT, K, R.Pe, and ex･ Of these parameters Rep,

and ex are determined by the following Physical con-

ditions:

I:VdZ-o (5)

∫:JxdZ-o (6)

Equation (5) implies the condition of the no net cross

凸ow, and equation (6) shows that the segmented

electrodes are llSed.

The numerical calculations are carried out for-.----

H&-8 and K-o. 25 /(open circuit cohaition) for
se;e-

ral values of WOT;the results are presented for U, V,

Jx,and J, in Figs･ 1 and 2. When WOT-0, jx and j,

tend to zero, so that JXB force becomes zero over
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the channel. Therefore an originally linear velocity

pro丘1e should again be linear. Other physical charac-

teristics of the velocity
distributions can be explained

on the basis of current丘ow in almost same manner

as is done for the modi丘ed Hartmannflow2).
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Fig. I The flow pattern in the modi丘ed Couette免ow.
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Fig. 2 Current distributions in the modified
Couette且ow･


